A strategy for metabolite identification using triple-quadrupole mass spectrometry with enhanced resolution and accurate mass capability.
Using a single platform of a triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with enhanced resolution and accurate mass capabilities, a strategy for metabolite identification of a drug in a biological matrix has been demonstrated. The strategy is based on first screening for metabolites via neutral loss and precursor ion scan schemes, devised as the result of the product ion spectrum of a matrix-free standard of the drug. The accurate masses of the precursor ions identified via the two scan schemes plus the precursor ions of structurally likely metabolites are then determined by enhanced resolution, accurate mass (AM) selected ion monitoring (SIM). The identities of the metabolites are further established by determining the accurate masses of the product ions via enhanced resolution AM selected reaction monitoring (SRM). The feasibility of the strategy was demonstrated using a liver microsome incubation sample of nefazodone, an antidepressant drug. The neutral loss and precursor ion screening runs were able to identify most of the metabolites of nefazodone. The subsequent SIM and SRM experiments gave mass accuracy of better than +/-0.003 u for the masses of the precursor and product ions of nefazodone and all the metabolites. The ability to perform metabolite screening by using the scan features followed by accurate mass determinations on the same instrument is an attractive feature of using a triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer with enhanced resolution and accurate mass capability.